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Hey do you realize I ain't with the weak without
dropping
the record, right?
I guess I'm focused

They ask me where I'm gonna take it, I told em real far
These other rappers twinkle baby I'm a real star
Better know that, you say you got bars when you flow at
And since I started buzzin you questionin where you
hole at
Damn, saw it baby I ain't mean to call you watch your
name
But so is life when your pussy jump over diamond chain
Without stane whenever you see me step out
And all I do is writing now keep me from getting left out
All these rappers reaching I'm tempted to bring your
rough out
Bosses is checking for me like secretaries will bust out
Necessary I am that, am I defend that
Yeah this people my heart I'm just hoping to gettin in
back
Maybe creating impact tell my city I made it
My niggas thinking I'm lucky
I simply tell em I prade it and it came true
Fuck a new friend kept the same crew
Doing everything this up twitter said I can't do,
Can't do stuntin my coach raggin like what up,
My exe I'm a dick so it's only right that I nut up
But I'll be back in some shit that you probably can't
spell
Said you could do better than me well baby I can't tell
This ain't jail so tell me while we ain't fuckin niggas
Without a single somehow I'm cashin and double
figures
Compete a giga you probably thinking I ain't shit
But even hover be crazy they say I can't spit
My rain see somewhere must all the greatest
My nigga hot as hell on first on the devil playlist
I am aylist with the flow and Vegas with the watch
Like pussy the uncle Lu gotta wait to see me poppin
I'm gone
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Yeah
Take it to the moon, oh
That's right

Take it to the stars
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